BREAKOUT GROUPS (Brit Kirwan will float among the groups)
One breakout session. Lunch in Room 180.

**Group A (Room 180)**
Scott Dorsey  
David Brinkley  
Buzzy Hettleman  
Anne Kaiser  
Nancy King  
Elizabeth Ysla Leight*  
Leslie Pellegrino  
Steve Waugh

**Group B (Room 180)**
Stephen Guthrie  
Maggie McIntosh  
Paul Pinsky  
Karen Salmon  
Joy Schaefer  
Nancy Shapiro  
David Steiner  
Alonzo Washington*

**Group C (Room 180)**
Richard Madaleno  
Chester Finn  
David Helfman  
Adrienne Jones  
Craig Rice  
Morgan Showalter  
Bill Valentine*  
Margaret Williams

* is group leader/reporter for today